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Spies Like Us
In the description of two spys below, the adjectives have been taken out. Can you put them
back in to make the most powerful description?

The two spies stepped purposefully out of the lift.
Although they were not dressed in typical ______
costumes, you could tell instantly that what job they did.
Both posing as _________ men, the first was dressed in an
________ suit which perfectly matched his ______ _____
________ hair. At first sight, he appeared to be an _______
man as his _____ eyes shone with a devious cleverness. His
_________ stubble gave him a somewhat _______ look.
Upon ________ inspection, it became apparent that he had
a black wire protruding out of his _____ ear.
The other man, was similarly dressed in the same
_________ suit, and also had a _____ earpiece, this time
protruding from the right ear. His hair, however, was
_______ and he had a ______ goatee dyed the same colour.
His eyes _______ and __________ flicked around the
room. His partner certainly seemed like the brains of the
two. The second did not look like he could add two and
two together.
spy
left
tiny

dangerous
short
jet

closer
business
designer

brown
narrow
blue

rugged
black
small

expensive
intelligent
coloured
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Answer

The two spies stepped purposefully out of the lift.
Although they were not dressed in typical spy costumes,
you could tell instantly that what job they did. Both posing
as business men, the first was dressed in an expensive suit
which perfectly matched his short jet black hair. At first
sight, he appeared to be an intelligent man, as his blue eyes
shone with a devious cleverness. His designer stubble gave
him a somewhat rugged look. Upon closer inspection, it
became apparent that he had a black wire protruding out of
his left ear.
The other man, was similarly dressed in the same coloured
suit, and also had a tiny earpiece, this time protruding from
the right ear. His hair, however, was brown and he had a
small goatee dyed the same colour. His eyes narrow and
dangerous flicked around the room. His partner certainly
seemed like the brains of the two. The second did not look
like he could add two and two together.

